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Abstract: Burnout should be seen as an important phenomenon influencing the services provided
by police forces, due to its high exposure to stressful events. The study sought to examine the
impact of burnout on performance and turnover intention of Portuguese police forces, as well as
to analyze the moderating effect of compassion satisfaction (CS) on this relationship. Data were
collected in 2021 from 1.682 Portuguese police officers, using individual surveys. The results showed
that (1) burnout is negatively related to performance; (2) burnout is positively related to turnover
intention; (3) CS, although it has a positive effect on performance, does not assume a moderating role,
as expected, in the relationship between burnout and performance; (4) CS assumes a moderating role
in the relationship between burnout and turnover intention. That is, when a person who still suffers
from burnout feels CS, it decreases the intention to leave the organization. The implications and the
bearings of this study are discussed and presented regarding the theoretical, empirical and practical
perspectives in order to better support both the comprehension of burnout in police officers and offer
the best practical recommendations.

Keywords: burnout; performance; turnover intention; compassion satisfaction; police officers

1. Introduction

The drastic transformation of the world, especially in the work context, has caused
growing concern for employers, as well as for employees insofar as it is a source of de-
mand for them, both to become as versatile as possible and to be able to perform the
most varied and sometimes unknown tasks. Moreover, over time, this trend has been
associated with the progressive growth of sources of occupational stress and often serious
health problems, resulting from an increasing work overload and reduced worker benefits
(Turgoose et al. 2017).

The pressure at work is growing and employees are constantly striving to meet objec-
tives and experience satisfaction in their work (Malik and Noreen 2015), which has become
very characteristic of helping professions, where workers deal directly with problematic
people and are exposed to chronic emotional stress in addition to excessive effort, both
physical and mental. Examples of these professions are health, education, and police forces,
which are those with a higher risk and a greater vulnerability to burnout, especially the
police forces, which are even considered by some authors to be one of the most stressful
and dangerous professions in the world (Feijó 2019; Hartley et al. 2012; Malach-Pines and
Keinan 2006). In recent years, the concept of burnout has developed and there has been
increased research addressing this issue, since it is a situation that eventually results in
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negative consequences for both the organization and the worker (Jackson and Schuler
1983). Therefore, in 2019, the World Health Organization recognized burnout as one of
the occupational diseases that will appear in the international classification of diseases
(Feijó 2019).

Burnout is increasingly associated with harmful and radical situations, namely de-
pressive tendencies or even suicide attempts, especially by the police forces. Therefore,
the stress to which police officers are exposed on a daily basis, the aggressiveness with
which they are received in the most diverse occurrences and the excessive care for their
professional career are some of the factors that often make them vulnerable to burnout
disorder (Feijó 2019).

Burnout constitutes a phenomenon that has a strong presence on organizational
functioning, both in the work environment and in the services provided by the police forces,
one of the professional categories that is constantly and heavily exposed to a series of stress
predictors, eventually affecting their lives (Feddock et al. 2007).

When evolving to more extreme situations, stress leads individuals to situations of
burnout, which will further affect their lives, both personally and professionally, and
will consequently jeopardize their performance at work, as well as increase the turnover
intentions of these professionals. Thus, it is pertinent to try to deepen the understanding of
the real impact of this phenomenon on the performance and health of employees, especially
in the police forces (Maslach et al. 2001).

The concept of compassion satisfaction appears as a contrast to the challenges and
problems experienced in organizations, as it represents the positive aspects of helping
professions, in those professionals such as police officers who tend to gain pleasure and
satisfaction from providing help and making a difference in people’s lives (Stamm 2002;
Turgoose et al. 2017). Moreover, compassion satisfaction constitutes an important protective
factor against compassion fatigue and especially burnout (Wagaman et al. 2015), promoting
the decrease of turnover intention and enhancing professionals’ performance.

This study aims to assess the impact of burnout on performance and turnover intention
in police officers and also seeks to analyze the moderating effect of compassion satisfaction
in the relationship between these two variables.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Burnout

The term burnout emerged in the late 1960s to define the physical and emotional
stress felt by professionals who worked with people in vulnerable situations (Rotenstein
et al. 2018), but the studies about this phenomenon started a little later, in the 1970s, by
Freudenberger, the “father” of burnout. Burnout syndrome is a persistent and negative
work-related mental state characterized mainly by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization
and reduced personal achievement, accompanied by distress, feelings of ineffectiveness
and inefficiency, reduced motivation and development of dysfunctional attitudes and
behaviors in the workplace and work context (Schaufeli and Enzmann 1998; Hooper et al.
2010). This syndrome is usually associated with professionals who provide support in
emergency situations and crisis response, such as police officers, firefighters, social workers
and teachers (Florio 2010).

The professional activity of police forces is considered by many authors to be a
risky profession, with numerous associated risk factors making these professionals very
susceptible to burnout syndrome (Moon and Maxwell 2004). In addition, day shift or night
shift work, which is very common in these professions, has been associated with burnout
by some authors, to the extent that day shift, and night shift workers tend to develop higher
levels of burnout than those who work only during the day (Mallmann et al. 2009).

Organizational factors are also strong predictors of exhaustion and work-related stress
for professionals at work (Halbesleben and Buckley 2004), namely the level of workload,
the organizational involvement, the values and reward system of the institution and the
managers’ sense of justice (Leiter and Maslach 2004). However, although personal factors
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are also related to burnout and work-related attitudes (Ribeiro et al. 2020a), they are not
the main predictors of work-related stress, resulting in burnout being considered a social
rather than an individual phenomenon (Maslach et al. 2001). Extreme exposure to stress is
reflected in high rates of burnout (Martinussen et al. 2007), making work stress increasingly
associated with health problems, especially anxiety, depression, use of medication, or,
in more extreme cases, suicidal thoughts, particularly in police officers (Santos 2009).
Although burnout is the last stage in an employee experiencing a stress disorder (Schaufeli
et al. 2009) and represents a borderline situation of stress, it can be so excessive that it can
cause serious negative consequences for professionals.

Recently, burnout has become one of the main topics in social psychology, due to the
fact that it represents a strong threat to the physical and psychological health of profes-
sionals, especially those who work as police officers, firefighters, medical personnel and
members of rescue teams (Brough 2004). They are exposed on a daily basis to scenarios
of physical, psychological and spiritual suffering of the people they help, as well as to the
despair of their relatives (Jamieson et al. 2010). Moreover, the number of scientific studies
on burnout in police officers has become an increasing trend, seeing as this professional
group is one of the most vulnerable to high levels of stress (Burke and Mikkelsen 2006;
Malach-Pines and Keinan 2006; Yun et al. 2015). Most of these studies focus on determining
the causes of job stress, and in general, they reveal that burnout is strongly related to more
negative attitudes at work, such as dissatisfaction, low organizational commitment, high
levels of absenteeism and turnover, and intention to leave work (Schaufeli and Enzmann
1998). Burnout syndrome does not occur suddenly, but rather because of an accumulation
of mental and physical stress in highly complex and stressful jobs, as well as jobs that
require greater human interaction (Schaufeli et al. 1993). Clearly, these are aspects that
negatively affect the activity of police officers, as they are heavily exposed to serious and
unexpected situations with high levels of stress on a daily basis (Anderson et al. 2002). The
working conditions of these professionals are also considered quite oppressive, which in
many cases result in feelings of pessimism that, in the medium term, cause exhaustion and
a decline in performance at work and in life in general (Zhao et al. 1999).

2.2. Performance

Job performance refers to the worker’s ability to perform various tasks, according
to the organization’s needs, i.e., it is about all the behaviors involved in performing a
given task, including the effectiveness and outcomes of each behavior, and a rising number
of organizations are interested in identifying the variables that influence performance
(Jaramillo et al. 2006; Duarte et al. 2021; Yücel et al. 2020). Performance can be divided
into task performance and contextual performance (Borman and Motowidlo 1993). Task
performance has to do with behaviors in a particular role and generally refers to the
outcome of an individual’s efforts (Motowidlo and Scotter 1994). Contextual performance
refers to individuals’ willingness to voluntarily engage in activities not inherent to their
role, to insist on performing a certain task, to cooperate with other individuals, to comply
with organizational rules and processes, and to support or defend the organization’s goals
by acting on behalf of the organization (Zhang et al. 2021).

An employee’s performance is related to job satisfaction and attitudes (Judge et al.
2001), as well as behaviors. In addition, a strong sense of ownership and connection to
the organization’s values and goals will increase the level of performance (Rageb et al.
2013). However, to achieve good job performance it is essential to understand the variables
that can impact this indicator, both positively and negatively (Kenis 1979). Thus, when a
particular factor has a negative effect on performance, it means that this variable negatively
pressures the tasks developed by the professional, which will lead to the occurrence of
productivity problems, quality of services provided, as well as a lower performance at
work. On the other hand, variables that represent positive effects on performance will
contribute to the effectiveness of the tasks performed, increased levels of productivity, as
well as improved job performance (Zonatto and Lavarda 2013).
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To achieve its goals and have a competitive advantage, the organization needs em-
ployees who perform well and who, in addition to benefits such as rewards or career
promotions, could feel satisfaction and pride in their role. Incentives, for example, emerge
as an important instrument to verify employee performance, serving as a motivating force
(Fareed et al. 2013).

2.3. Turnover Intention

Turnover is a source of great concern for organizations, as it is an extremely negative
aspect for them. It is defined as the replacement of the workforce during a particular time
(Hinshaw and Atwood 1984) when employees leave the organization and are replaced
by new ones. Although turnover intention defines the employee’s plan to leave the job
(Basariya and Ahmed 2019), it reflects an employee’s willingness to leave the workplace. In
this case, there is still an opportunity for the organization to understand the reasons that
led the employee to this intention and take measures to avoid it (Gaudêncio et al. 2017).
However, according to the literature, turnover intention is a strong predictor of turnover in
companies (Hendrix et al. 1998; Tett and Meyer 1993).

Turnover is low in the Portuguese police forces, occurring practically only in situations
of non-compliance with the institution’s rules or even due to the practice of illegal acts in
the work context. On the other hand, turnover intention occurs more frequently, both due
to the intention of changing their place of work while remaining in the same institution
and to the intention of leaving the profession they occupy, although this is less frequent.
The fact that these professionals perform daily high-risk jobs, with very low salaries and
few benefits, puts strong pressure on turnover levels (Siyal and Peng 2018).

Researchers have been increasingly dedicating their attention to turnover intention
(Gün et al. 2021; Richer et al. 2002; Shim et al. 2015; Siu et al. 2015), especially regarding the
relationship of this indicator with absenteeism (Somers 1995), satisfaction (Tett and Meyer
1993), stress (Chao et al. 2015; Li et al. 2021; Summers et al. 1989), performance (McElroy
et al. 1995; Ribeiro et al. 2021), compassion satisfaction and organizational justice, which
are all determinant variables of turnover (Khatri et al. 2001). Researchers agree on the great
impact it has on professionals and organizations. This increases the need for leaders to
have the ability to diagnose the nature and possible determinants of turnover intention
(Ribeiro et al. 2020b), to take the most appropriate measures and prevent turnover from
becoming costly for the company.

2.4. Compassion Satisfaction

Compassion Satisfaction emerges from the division of the concept of Professional
Quality of Life by Stamm (2010) into two completely opposite aspects: compassion sat-
isfaction (CS), which is the positive side, and compassion fatigue (CF), as the negative
side. CS appears as a balance of CF in the professionals’ life, preventing most of them
from becoming sick (Stamm 2005), because CF, in turn, is an extremely negative aspect
of their lives, also divided into two parts: burnout and secondary trauma. Thus, CS is
defined as the individual’s ability to be rewarded only for the care that they provide to
others, being able to actively make a difference in their lives and contribute positively to
the well-being of society (Hooper et al. 2010; Souza et al. 2019). For Lago and Codo (2013)
and Stamm (2012), CS is the degree of joy or pleasure felt in being able to perform one’s role
well, doing good and helping others, characterized by feelings of satisfaction that result
from performing their job, namely the health professional, social worker, teacher, lawyer,
police officers, firefighter, among other professions that work in helping people, especially
in trauma situations (Batalha et al. 2020; Stamm 2010).

This is a positive aspect of the helping professions and one of the elements that attract
those who choose to work in nursing (Jakimowicz et al. 2018), for example, similarly to
what often happens with police officers, who decide to perform their role for the benefit
of society that they help and represent daily, providing them with a sense of satisfaction
for what they do. CS is associated with positive affection, satisfaction with one’s life, and
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self-esteem (Kohan and Mazmanian 2003) and emerges as a source of internal strength for
employees, promoting physical and mental health (Neff 2003) and serving as a protective
factor, especially in slowing work stress that, sooner or later, may progress to burnout
(Hooper et al. 2010; Grant et al. 2019; Wagaman et al. 2015). In addition, and despite
this factor implying that professionals are more open and involved with the suffering of
those they help (Lago and Codo 2013; Stamm 2010), CS is associated with professional
commitment and engagement. This may be related to the fact that positions on the police
force are very rewarding, and the more support and recognition they receive from their
superiors and the institution itself, the less prone they will be to stress, which will bring
a potential return in terms of increased CS (Sacco and Copel 2018). According to some
authors, CS ends up being an essential factor for preventing or reversing the harmful
impact of burnout (Andersen and Papazoglou 2015; Salloum et al. 2015).

Working out of compassion and helping others provides aid workers who perform
their jobs out of compassion daily with increased levels of happiness and well-being that
can be highly pleasurable for them; according to some researchers, the positive emotions
that come from doing something fun or eating something you love are exactly the same
as those that come from doing an act of charity or simply acting in a compassionate way
(Galiana et al. 2017; Stamm 2002), as is the case in police forces (Chopko 2011).

According to Perez et al. (2010), the investigation of cases involving child pornography
on the Internet, for example, is one of the functions that leads police officers to feel that their
mission does indeed have a positive impact on the lives of victims, ultimately promoting
their CS. However, these professionals are also often required to respond to highly critical
situations, such as cases of terrorist attacks, exposure to death and violence, which are the
most traumatic situations to which they are usually subjected and which end up being high
factors of work stress (Brown et al. 1999); it is estimated that a police officer may encounter
more than 900 potentially traumatic incidents throughout their career (Papazoglou 2013).

In many cases, the authorities end up arresting the offender and at the same time have
to provide support to the victims until they receive specialized medical assistance. This
causes professionals to have to adopt, often and simultaneously, a dual role of crime-fighter
and of social support and safety to the victims (Manzella and Papazoglou 2014), a dual
role that Chopko (2011) called “compassionate warrior mentality”, very frequent in police
work. However, and despite this type of occurrence putting police officers in vulnerable
situations and of possible CF, according to Stamm (2002) it is possible that, even so, they
still feel the positive benefits of their function, as well as high levels of CS.

2.5. Burnout and Performance

Burnout describes the exhaustion and detachment behaviors experienced by human
services and aid workers in response to excessive emotional exhaustion, quite characteristic
of these positions (Harjanti and Todani 2019; Papazoglou et al. 2018). It is like a prolonged
reaction to a job environment characterized as stressful, traumatic and routinized, such as
that of police forces (Maslach 1998). These professionals are constantly in a state of alertness
and pressure, which can be positive in terms of a possible increase in productivity in the first
instance, but which, when it becomes excessive, ends up having a negative impact on their
lives and their work performance (Wu et al. 2019). Exhaustion, disengagement from work
and lack of effectiveness represent the three main dimensions that characterize burnout
(Schaufeli and Enzmann 1998). These dimensions, combined with reduced willingness to
work, lack of motivation and decreased concentration, will eventually lead the burnout
victim to have a cynical attitude towards work and towards the people with whom they
deal on a daily basis, harming them and decreasing their work performance (Campbell
et al. 2001; Hoel et al. 2011).

Burnout has been associated with absenteeism, ineffectiveness, interpersonal conflict,
lower productivity, job dissatisfaction and reduced organizational commitment (Maslach
and Jackson 1986). Moreover, there is already evidence that burnout can be contagious
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within the work team, compromising its performance and may even affect the satisfaction
of its clients, in relation to the services provided by the group (Yu et al. 2020).

In this sense, the following hypothesis was constituted:

Hypothesis 1. Burnout is negatively related to the performance of police officers.

2.6. Burnout and Turnover Intention

An employee who experiences situations of extreme stress at work and, consequently,
burnout, tends to experience devastating effects, characteristic of this phenomenon, both at
a personal and professional level. Especially on a personal level, in addition to being able to
trigger high mental exhaustion, stress or even sleep disorders (Peterson et al. 2008). Burnout
can lead employees to feeling anxious, depressed, demotivated, exhausted and melancholic,
eventually having consequences on their decisions and sometimes leading them to want
to leave the organization where they work (Campbell et al. 2001). Furthermore, burnout,
frustration and stress factors, in organizations with higher levels of turnover, represent
some of the main causes of retention problems (Stancel et al. 2019). These problems imply
that burnout is associated with high costs for the organization, namely regarding the
expenses inherent to absenteeism, productivity problems and turnover, making turnover
intention one of the most serious consequences of burnout for the organization (Ducharme
et al. 2008). Both burnout and turnover intention negatively affect the quality of service
provided and the organizational effectiveness (Mulvey et al. 2003).

Many studies even consider burnout as one of the main predictors of turnover in-
tention (Kelly et al. 2021; Marshall and Stephenson 2020; Scanlan and Still 2019). Thus,
professionals who are in situations of high burnout, due to its inherent negative con-
sequences, tend to develop a higher turnover intention (Ellrich 2015), formulating the
following research hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2. Burnout is positively related to turnover intention of police officers.

2.7. Burnout, Compassion Satisfaction and Performance

Stress is increasingly inevitable in the work context, which, combined with constant
exposure to pressure factors and trauma situations, means that professionals who are
subjected to this type of situation almost daily, as the police forces are exposed to, tend to
develop critical health problems such as anxiety, depression or even burnout. In addition
to compromising their health and causing damage to the personal and professional lives of
these individuals (Florio 2010; Turgoose et al. 2017), this will cause demotivation, decreased
well-being and commitment to the organization and, of course, affect their performance
(Bakker and Heuven 2006; Randall and Buys 2013; Velden et al. 2010).

In addition, more than endangering the organizational commitment and well-being of
these professionals, burnout will strongly harm their performance, ultimately damaging
the quality of the services they provide (Page and Graves 2021), which means that burnout
has a negative influence on the performance of the professionals under study. However,
this negative role on burnout can be reduced by the existence of a strong CS for the function
they perform. Thus, it is expected that the perception of CS will significantly affect the
relationship between burnout and performance, insofar as, on the one hand, in the face of a
high CS, so characteristic of the professionals under study. Even in situations of burnout,
the practice of their services may not be so strongly affected, compared to what would
be expected if it were not helping profession, which weakens the negative relationship
between burnout and their performance.

On the other hand, low perception of CS will make professionals feel progressively
more job affected by burnout, which is very common in the police forces, increasing the
propensity for errors and putting their work at risk (Dasan et al. 2015). This will be reflected
in their performance, which will naturally be compromised by stress and lack of satisfaction
in relation to the job they perform, increasing the negative influence of burnout on the
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performance of these professionals. It is thus expected that CS will significantly affect the
relationship between burnout and performance in the police forces, and for the study of
this relationship the following research hypothesis was established:

Hypothesis 3. The relationship between burnout and performance is moderated by compassion
satisfaction of police officers.

2.8. Burnout, Compassion Satisfaction and Turnover Intention

Burnout presents a great association with employee turnover and impairs their pro-
ductivity (Warren 2015). On the other hand, by leading to an increase in CF, burnout
will cause professionals to have an early intention to leave the organization (Dasan et al.
2015). However, the fact that it is possible for an employee to perceive CF and, at the
same time, have a good CS (Stamm 2002), makes it essential to develop practices that
promote the acquisition of behavioral skills and techniques, to influence the development
and participation of employees and increase their sense of belonging and organizational
support (Papazoglou et al. 2019). Studies indicate that professionals who have experienced
trauma or a significantly greater amount of emergency situations while performing their
daily duties have higher rates of CF and lower rates of CS, as well as a higher level of
burnout and a higher intention to leave the organization or search for a less demanding
position, than professionals who have not yet experienced trauma or have experienced a
considerably lower amount of such situations (Stancel et al. 2019).

In this sense, with high levels of job-related CS, the probability of the professionals
under study thinking about staying longer in the organization increases, reducing their
turnover intention (Yucel and Bektas 2012), i.e., CS reduces the power of burnout on
turnover intention. On the other hand, when employees report a low perception of CS
in their job, their willingness to leave the organization tends to increase (McHolm 2006),
thereby making the relationship between burnout and turnover intention even stronger.
Therefore, it is expected that the perception or not of CS, by an employee, will significantly
affect the relationship between burnout and turnover intention. Thus, the following and
last research hypothesis is formulated:

Hypothesis 4. The relationship between burnout and turnover intention is moderated by compas-
sion satisfaction of police officers.

3. Method
3.1. Sample and Procedure

A questionnaire, through a specific link, was distributed by email to the local institu-
tions of Portuguese police forces, allowing the collection of a larger number of responses in
a wider geographical area. The questionnaire had voluntary participation, and anonymity
was guaranteed. A total of 1.702 questionnaires were collected in the first months of 2021,
twenty of which were considered invalid and removed from the study. Thus, the final
sample is made up of 1.682 participants, mostly males (91%) and with ages between 39
and 54 years (57.1%). There is a greater predominance of professionals with a high school
education level (75.7%) and the others, 20.5% have a higher education degree, 13.5% have a
bachelor’s degree, 7% have a master’s degree and 3.8% completed their education up to
the 3rd cycle. In addition, 986 of the individuals are married, 306 are single, 237 are in a
consensual union, 148 are divorced and 5 are widowers, while most of them already have
children (74.4%). Most professionals have worked in the institution for more than 10 years
(62%) and only 6.9% have worked there for less than a year. As for the working hours, the
majority work in shifts (1302) and as for the hierarchical position they belong to, 75.1%
of the respondents are subordinates, 22.8% hold a middle management position and only
2.1% have a senior management position.
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3.2. Measures

The Maslach Burnout Inventory—Human Service Survey (MBI-HSS), developed by
Maslach and Jackson (1996) was used to measure burnout. It consists of 22 items, of which
9 items relate to emotional exhaustion, 8 to personal achievement and 5 to depersonalization.
As for internal consistency, it has a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.75.

For individual performance, an instrument previously developed by Staples et al.
(1999) and later adapted to Portuguese by Rego and Cunha (2008) was used, and it contains
4 items. Regarding its internal consistency, it presents good quality, with a Cronbach’s
Alpha value of 0.80.

For turnover intention, an instrument previously developed and validated by Peters
et al. (1981) and Gyensare et al. (2016) was used, consisting of 4 items as well. It is a measure
that also has very good internal consistency, with a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.91.

CS was measured using the Professional Quality of Life 5 scale (ProQOL—version V)
created by Beth Stamm (2009). Therefore, considering the nature of the study, only 10 items
from this scale corresponding to CS were used. As regards its internal consistency, it is very
efficient, with a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.91.

4. Results

The data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 27.0 software. Among all the
sociodemographic variables, only those that presented correlations with the variables under
study were considered for the study and the others were not considered for the following
analyses. According to Table 1, burnout and turnover intention show a significantly
moderate and positive correlation (ρ = 0.43; p < 0.01), which means an increase in burnout
tends to translate into an increase in turnover intention.

Table 1. Correlation between variables.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Burnout 1
2 Performance −0.21 ** 1
3 Turnover Intention 0.43 ** −0.35 ** 1

4 Compassion
Satisfaction −0.33 ** 0.68 ** −0.50 ** 1

5 Gender −0.05 * 0.03 −0.08 ** 0.08 ** 1
6 Age 0.00 0.06 * −0.16 ** 0.01 −0.04 1
7 Children −0.04 −0.04 0.07 ** −0.01 0.09 ** −0.49 ** 1
8 Shift work −0.06 * 0.07 ** −0.04 0.07 0.18 ** 0.13** −0.06 * 1

* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).

On the other hand, it was observed that burnout correlates significantly, but in a
negative way, with performance (ρ = −0.21; p < 0.01) and with CS (ρ = −0.33), although
they do not show a very strong relationship, they vary in the opposite direction. According
to the presented values, there is enough statistical evidence to state that there may be
some association between the variables in the study, which suggests that professionals
suffering from burnout tend to present low levels of performance and CS and, in turn, have
a greater intention to leave the institution where they work. So, the results suggest that
hypotheses 1 and 2 are supported.

To test hypotheses 3 and 4, the reliability of the measures used was verified, as
were the intended effects, and subsequently, the results were interpreted using the linear
regression method presented by Baron and Kenny (1986). After verifying all assumptions,
the predictor or independent variable, burnout, was centered and the interaction term was
built, based on the research of Baron and Kenny (1986) to allow the study of the expected
moderation effects in the initially defined analysis model.

The moderation model aims to evaluate if CS moderates the relationship between
burnout and performance, as well as the relationship between burnout and turnover inten-
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tion. For the purpose of this analysis, two tests to the moderation model were performed
using the software SPSS Statistics, specifically the moderation model Burnout X Compas-
sion Satisfaction—Performance, which was not statistically significant and therefore not
successful, and the model Burnout X Compassion Satisfaction—Turnover Intention, which
was successfully tested and proved to be statistically significant.

For testing the moderation model which predicts that the relationship between burnout
and performance is moderated by CS, it was developed in three steps, following the method
suggested by Baron and Kenny (1986) and as shown in the following table (Table 2). In
a first step, to test the model of analysis considered, the control variables (gender; age;
children; shift work) were included, explaining only 0.6% of the variation in Performance.
In a second step, with an explanatory power of 45.7%, in which the predictor variable
(Burnout) was included, as well as the moderator variable (CS), allowing the analysis of
the main effects of the model. Finally, in the third step (Model 3), still with an explicative
power of 45.7%, the interaction term was added for the influence of CS on the relationship
between burnout and performance.

Table 2. Regression between Burnout, Performance and Compassion Satisfaction.

Model R2 R2 Adjust b r VIF

1 (Constant)

0.008 0.006

3.609 0.000
Gender 0.051 0.372 1.046

Age 0.042 0.151 1.330
Children −0.025 0.548 1.320

Shift work 0.098 0.012 1.056
2 (Constant)

0.459 0.457

3.627 0.000
Gender −0.051 0.227 1.051

Age 0.043 0.047 1.331
Children −0.014 0.652 1.323

Shift work 0.039 0.176 1.061
Burnout 0.016 0.611 1.124

Compassion
Satisfaction 0.584 0.000 1.127

3 (Constant)

0.459 0.457

3.630 0.000
Gender −0.050 0.230 1.051

Age 0.043 0.046 1.332
Children −0.014 0.645 1.324

Shift work 0.039 0.174 1.061
Burnout 0.015 0.632 1.131

Compassion
Satisfaction 0.583 0.000 1.157

Interact_Burnout_CS 0.013 0.728 1.031
Dependent Variable: Performance.

Regarding CS as a moderator variable in the relationship between burnout and per-
formance, assuming that there would be a significant interaction effect between burnout
and CS, the following table (Table 2) shows that there is no significant interaction effect
between them in determining performance. On the other hand, concerning the shift work
control variable, it is possible to verify that it seems to influence the performance of the
professionals under study. In addition, concerning the relationship between burnout and
performance, moderated by CS, considering the arguments presented above and analyzing
Table 2, it is possible to see that CS does not assume the role of moderating variable in this
relationship, as expected, so this relationship is unsuccessful and hypothesis 3 (H3) is not
confirmed. Therefore, there is only a main effect of CS on performance (b = 0.583; r = 0),
insofar as an increase in CS also leads to an increase in performance.

The moderation model that predicts the moderating effect of CS on the relationship
between burnout and turnover intention was also developed in three steps, according
to the method suggested by Baron and Kenny (1986), and as shown in the following
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table (Table 3). Model 1 includes the control variables (gender; age; children; shift work),
explaining only 3% of the variation in turnover intention. Model 2, with an explanatory
power of 35.2%, includes the main effects of the predictor variable (burnout), as well as
the moderator variable (CS). Furthermore, Model 3, already with an explicative power of
35.4%, adds the interaction term for the role of CS on the relationship between burnout
and turnover intention. As for the estimated moderation effect of CS on the relationship
between burnout and turnover intention, Table 3 shows that the coefficients associated with
CS are statistically significant (b = −0.165; r = 0.005), confirming the main effect between
burnout and the dependent variable turnover intention in the respective model.

Table 3. Regression between Burnout, Turnover Intention and Compassion Satisfaction.

Model R2 R2 Adjust b r VIF

1 (Constant)

0.033 0.030

20.581 0.000
Gender −0.294 0.000 1.046

Age −0.251 0.000 1.330
Children 0.001 0.987 1.320

Shift work −0.008 0.886 1.056
2 (Constant)

0.354 0.352

0.218 0.314
Gender −0.163 0.018 1.051

Age −0.243 0.000 1.331
Children 0.024 0.630 1.323

Shift work 0.078 0.099 1.061
Burnout 0.740 0.000 1.124

Compassion
Satisfaction −0.510 0.000 1.127

3 (Constant)

0.357 0.354

0.175 0.418
Gender −0.167 0.015 1.051

Age −0.246 0.000 1.332
Children 0.028 0.576 1.324

Shift work 0.075 0.112 1.061
Burnout 0.752 0.000 1.131

Compassion
Satisfaction −0.498 0.000 1.157

Interact_Burnout_CS −0.165 0.005 1.031
Dependent Variable: Turnover Intention.

Finally, it is possible to perceive the main effects of burnout and CS on turnover
intention, with burnout producing a direct positive and significant effect on turnover
intention (b = 0.752; r = 0). However, CS causes a negative and significant effect on turnover
intention (b = −0.165; r = 0.005), that is, with an increase in burnout, it is assumed that the
professionals under study have a greater intention to leave the organization where they
work, in contrast to what happens with CS, which with an increase is expected to decrease
turnover intention. Furthermore, it is also possible to observe the existence of a significant
interaction effect, in line with the fourth study hypothesis (H4), verifying the main effect of
burnout and CS on turnover intention.

Furthermore, in relation to the predicted interaction effect, the analysis of Figure 1
allows us to visualize more clearly the nature of the interaction. In fact, the highest levels
of CS felt by the professionals under study occur when there are the lowest levels of
turnover intention, so the high or low perception of burnout will cause this relationship
to vary very little. However, when the professionals under study reveal a low perception
of CS, associated with a higher or lower level of burnout, the highest levels of turnover
intention occur.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall analysis of the results reveals the exis-
tence of the main effect of burnout and CS on turnover intention, as well as an interaction
effect of CS on the relationship between burnout and turnover intention, as predicted. Thus,
it can be stated that CS does moderate the relationship between burnout and turnover
intention, with the rationale that it reduces the effect of burnout on turnover intention,
confirming the fourth hypothesis (H4).

5. Discussion and Conclusions
Main Findings

The hypotheses of this study were all supported. With effect, we were able to find
empirical confirmation based on our results, which indicated that professionals with higher
burnout levels show a worse performance, that is, in an organization with high levels of
pressure and professionals constantly exposed to stress, workers tend to be more aggressive
(Bakker and Heuven 2006; Velden et al. 2010) and often already in situations of burnout,
tend to manifest a worse performance at work (Ashtari et al. 2009). Moreover, individuals
who are in high burnout situations, due to the negative consequences inherent to them,
tend to manifest themselves a little more dissatisfied, less motivated and, consequently,
present a greater willingness to leave the organization where they work, thus increasing
turnover intention (Marshall and Stephenson 2020; Willard-Grace et al. 2019).

Contrary to expectations, CS does not significantly affect the relationship between
burnout and performance at work, that is, one would expect that when police officers
reported more CS, the negative relationship between burnout and performance would
become weaker, while those reporting low CS would have lower performance levels.
However, this relationship was not confirmed, and the test performed on this relationship
did not confirm the moderation effect, with only a main effect of CS on work performance.
A possible reason for this result may be related to the fact that burnout is closer to negative
indicators and refers more to issues of disruption than to performance, i.e., burnout may be
a stronger instigator of protest, inaction or disruption, rather than a contradiction of good
performance by nature.

On the other hand, the relationship between burnout and turnover intention was
confirmed, when moderated by CS, in that burnout has a positive effect on turnover
intention, in the sense that more burnout leads to higher turnover intention, and that CS
will moderate this relationship. The results converge with theoretical evidence (Jakimowicz
et al. 2018; Kelly et al. 2021; Koo et al. 2020; Mahoney et al. 2020; Sung et al. 2012; Zhang
et al. 2021), which suggests that burnout and job satisfaction are important factors affecting
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turnover intention, in that burnout increases their desire to leave the organization which,
in turn, will be offset by increased satisfaction for their helping work.

6. Study Limitations and Future Research Suggestions

This study has some limitations. First, a convenience sample was inquired, whose
representativeness may be questionable seeing as the results may not be generalized to
the entire population under study. Second, the fact that the data collection was conducted
at a single point in time may have implied a risk of contamination by common method
variance (Podsakoff et al. 2000), although confidentiality and anonymity of responses were
stressed. Future research may choose to collect data at temporally distant times or even use
the dual-source method.

Another suggestion that would make sense for future studies would be, after the
pandemic phase, to collect data again, allowing for a comparison and analysis of the pre-
and post-pandemic situation. It would also be interesting to understand how burnout
affects the level of happiness of professionals, as well as how organizational culture,
affective commitment and the effect of leaders influence the relationships already predicted.

7. Theoretical Contributions and Implications of the Study
7.1. Theoretical Contributions

The results of this study thus met the expectations initially developed, although
they have some implications, both theoretical and practical, for the research area. At
the theoretical level, they contribute to the literature on the different variables studied,
particularly on CS, especially among police officers, which has been little explored so
far. The literature highlights the role of stress and emotional distress, so characteristic of
these professionals, as one of the main predictors of burnout (Harjanti and Todani 2019;
Papazoglou et al. 2018). Therefore, the results of this study, in addition to proving the
negative effect of burnout on the lives of professionals and on their performance and
turnover intention, prove the influence of CS in these relationships.

7.2. Psycho-Social Considerations and Challenges

On a practical level, this study suggests that, given a considerable improvement in
CS, the effects of burnout on the professionals’ willingness to leave the company may be
minimized. One of the main goals of organizations should be to implement measures,
both individual and organizational, aimed at reducing burnout and increasing the sense of
belonging of individuals, such as stress reduction programs, group dynamics or workshops,
which will also become effective intervention tools to improve job satisfaction. The action
of companies in this field should include, for example, rethinking the organizational model
of shift work and schedules, trying not to be permanently in a shift system, due to the fact
that they are associated with extremely harmful effects on health, not yet fully known by
science, but it is only known that they contribute to shortening the average life expectancy
of professionals in this area and deteriorate their quality of life, becoming increasingly toxic
and prone to burnout (Jia et al. 2021; Kijima et al. 2020).

Additionally, it is fundamental for the professionals themselves to recognize that
their emotional, personal and professional balance is indispensable for them to become
less susceptible to stress and, especially, to burnout syndrome. Organizations should
also promote this stability by giving, for example, opportunities for professional growth,
providing continuous feedback and giving a greater degree of autonomy in decision-
making. This would strengthen their professional fulfillment, motivation and satisfaction
with the work they do, leading them to become less prone to work stress and thus less
inclined to leave the organization. Periodic psychological assessments should also be
implemented to identify possible risk factors in these professions (García-Rivera et al.
2020; Queirós et al. 2020) and, subsequently, a comparative study should be conducted
with other countries that have already implemented corrective measures, transposing to
Portugal, with due adaptation, that which would effectively contribute to an improvement
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of the current system. On the other hand, for those who effectively work shifts, if there
is no other alternative, a fair differential should be increased in terms of compensation,
which does not exist in Portugal, to compensate for the physical and psychological wear
of those who, being on normal working hours, do not suffer. In addition to the risk that
professionals on active duty experience, unlike those who only work in the administrative
service, it is perceived as routine, and often much less stressful and less risky. The results
also allowed us to understand the positive role of CS, which is a relevant aspect to be
promoted among the professionals under study since satisfaction with the work performed
on a daily basis brings benefits to both individuals and organizations. In combination with
the promotion of labor policies that are less invasive of the emotional state of its employees,
all the mechanisms, in addition to having a positive presence on professionals, promote an
increase in CS which, as a result, will lead to a decrease in CF among professionals, and
have very favorable effects from an economic point of view (Klein et al. 2018). It is also
important to outline the role of personality traits, family conditions, societal support and
encouragement, as well as governmental policies worldwide, that can be offered to give
these professionals less stressful working situations.
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